
Screen timeScreen timeScreen time

Troubles
When we were surveying kids, sometimes theyWhen we were surveying kids, sometimes they
got confused or lied, so we had to proof checkgot confused or lied, so we had to proof check

some responses. Another problem was when wesome responses. Another problem was when we
were surveying and so many kids in stage 3were surveying and so many kids in stage 3
answered and we had no five year olds! Weanswered and we had no five year olds! We
combated this by specifically going to thecombated this by specifically going to the
kindergarten classes, and surveyed themkindergarten classes, and surveyed them

instead.instead.

HYPOTHESIS

Kids stay on screens
way too long

And  this affects their
daily lives negatively

Sent 4:03 pm 

Process
We made a google form, which included the questions:We made a google form, which included the questions:
*How long do you spend on a device on a typical day?*How long do you spend on a device on a typical day?

*Do you own your own device?*Do you own your own device?
*Do you use social media and if so what type?*Do you use social media and if so what type?

*Do you feel safe online?*Do you feel safe online?
  We then sent it out to all the Year 5/6 classes. We also wentWe then sent it out to all the Year 5/6 classes. We also went

around the school asking for kids to complete our survey. Somearound the school asking for kids to complete our survey. Some
teachers were really understanding about us coming in duringteachers were really understanding about us coming in during

class time and some preferred we came back at different times.class time and some preferred we came back at different times.

140 Students
SURVEYED

from  k - 6

Conclusion
Of those we surveyed, we can see that kids definitely spend too much time on screens. The majority of studentsOf those we surveyed, we can see that kids definitely spend too much time on screens. The majority of students

claim they know how to be cyber-safe, but all of them are too young to legally be using social media, as theclaim they know how to be cyber-safe, but all of them are too young to legally be using social media, as the
required minimum age is 13. None of the students we surveyed were 13 years of age. We need more protectionrequired minimum age is 13. None of the students we surveyed were 13 years of age. We need more protection

laws to protect our students hearts and minds, no matter how cyber-safe you are, cyber-bullying exists. Let’s makelaws to protect our students hearts and minds, no matter how cyber-safe you are, cyber-bullying exists. Let’s make
an effort to stop cyber-bullying and decrease the amount of time spent on devices.an effort to stop cyber-bullying and decrease the amount of time spent on devices.


